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RoboPots is a 3-hr project that combines art and electronics, enabling students to create a 

plant pot that waters itself once a day.  Along the way students will develop their STEM 
literacy, their grit, and hopefully an enjoyment of engineering. 
 
This document supplements program information and How-To videos available on our 
website.  To find the videos and an electronic version of this document (with active 
hyperlinks), go to GizmoGarden.org and click the button for “Featured Project:  RoboPots.”  
Then click the button labeled “RoboPots Leaders’ Guide.”  This document is in the 
“Downloads” section. 
 
Though many people will find that the How-To videos to provide adequate information, 
this document supplements the videos by giving detailed step-by-step instructions.  It also 
suggests discussion questions in the yellow boxes and extensions either to add challenge 
for older students or to tie-in other STEM topics in the green boxes.   
 
 
 

Introduction 
 

If your students are not familiar with engineering, you may 
want to start with this National Science Foundation video 
that introduces engineering as a way to solve problems, 
and gives practical examples. 

 
At RoboPots, the problem we will solve with engineering is:  
How can I save my plant when I’m too busy to water it 
regularly?  Our solution will be to create a pot that waters 
itself automatically.  Components of our solution will use 
include the pot, electronics, mechanical attachment, and 
plumbing.  Part of the electronics will be a microcontroller, 
and older students who want to know more about how it 
thinks can do optional computing activities. 
 
Contents: 
Section 1 Overview/Pot   Page 3   Video link 
Section 2 Electronics  Page 4   Video link 
Section 3  Mechanical  Page 14  Video link 
Section 4 Plumbing  Page 32  Video link 
Section 5 Computing  Page 42  Video link 
Glossary Glossary  Page 53 

What things in your world 
happen automatically? 
Does your furnace or 
refrigerator come on 
automatically?  Do any 
lights come on 
automatically?  What do 
you think are the 
components comprising 
that system? 

What problems would you 
like to grow up to solve 
with technology? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FAJGx3zP-Eo
https://youtu.be/iLZF8AKICGc
https://youtu.be/Bo_0fIiIdog
https://youtu.be/lHjFv7nZkH0
https://youtu.be/bxV2aZKJ-Qg
https://youtu.be/5U71N_RVlPg
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Section 1 
Overview/Pot Creation  see overview video #1, ( 0:48) 

 
 
 
Our pot needs to perform four functions that contribute to 
our solution: 

• Contain the plant and soil 

• Hold water around the sides but allow drainage at 
the bottom 

• Attach the hose that will provide the water 

• Be aesthetically pleasing 
 
 
Instruct students to use modeling clay to create pots suitable for the automatic watering 
system. The pot in the demonstration video is approximately 3-4 inches in diameter and 
between 3-4 inches high.  Walls should be thick enough that they can stand up while they 
sit drying.  Depending on students’ prior experiences, you may wish to demonstrate how 
clay can be coiled or pinched to construct basic pots.  
 
Have students thoroughly blend together edges of the clay at any seams.  Ordinary 
modeling clay is water soluble, so if there are spots where water leaks out, over months of 
RoboPot operation, those holes will get larger.  If students wish to have a drainage hole at 
the bottom of the pot, they should poke a small one using a pencil.  This hole will may 
enlarge over time. 
 
At the top lip of each pot, have the students construct a hole through which they’ll thread 
the pump hose.  In Gizmo Garden-supplied parts kits, snippets of hose are provided with 
clay so that students can make sure the size of the hole is snug around the diameter of the 
hose. 
 
Pots will take a couple of days to air dry or a couple of hours to oven dry on low heat.   
 
 

 

Possible Allied Arts Extension: 

- Ask students to plan designs by sketching designs before creating pots  

- Have students fabricate pots with 3D printers or other equipment 

- Invite a local potter to share simple pot making techniques!  

 

What designs can you 
think of that are both 
visually pleasing and 
functional?  How might 
artists and engineers work 
together on developing 
such designs? 

https://youtu.be/iLZF8AKICGc
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Section 2 
Electronics   see video #2 

 
If younger students are not familiar with how 
electricity flows through a conductor in a complete 
circuit, here’s a helpful 3rd-party video.  In this section, 
students will create the electrical circuit that will turn 
a water pump on and off in order to automatically 
water the plant. 
 
 

Electronics Step A:  Breadboard  (0:41) 

 
Hand out the electronics parts kits and the pliers, and 
have the students pull out the breadboard.  Show this 
photo of the inside of the backside of a breadboard, 
and this photo of the metal pieces that grab onto 
parts inserted into the breadboard and connect each 
column of the breadboard.   
 
 

 

Q:  What is Electricity?  A: The 
energy of electrons (or other 
charged particles).  
 
Q:  What is current?  A:  The 
flow of electricity.   
 
Q:  Has your home ever lost 
electricity?  If you know anyone 
with back-up generator power, 
does it run everything in the 
house or just some of the 
circuits?   
 
Q:  What is a circuit?  A:  The 
path of flow of electricity. 

https://youtu.be/Bo_0fIiIdog
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOFp8bHTN30
http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Breadboard-Guts.jpg
http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Breadboard-Conductor.jpg
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Explain that breadboards have two purposes: 
1. Hold wires and parts in place through the holes on the front  
2. Make the connections you want to make without making any connections you don’t 

want to make. 
 
 
 

Electronics Step B:  Wires  (2:06) 

 
Hand out copies of the RoboPots Wiring 
diagram: Wires.  Printed copies of this 
diagram will be shipped along with parts 
kits, but also can be downloaded from 
GizmoGarden.org.  Explain that each 
square in the wiring diagram grid 
corresponds to a hole in the breadboard.  
The objects on top of the grid show the 
correct locations for the electrical 
components that we will be inserting 
into the breadboard to create the 
RoboPot circuit. 
 
Introduce the wires that the students will be using.  Students might notice that the wires 

look more like staples than wires, as they are U-shaped and 
color coded according to their length. Note: video #2 
inadvertently refers to the orange wires as yellow in some 
places.  In this project, there are no yellow wires.  
 
First, ask students to 
remove from the 
plastic bag and lay 
out the wires, 
checking to make 
sure they have the 
correct number 
needed:  2 orange, 1 
green, 1 blue, 1 gray, 
and 2 brown.  (There 
are extras in the 
instructor’s spare 
parts kit.)  Also 
included in the plastic 

Q:  Suppose that you’ve 
plugged something 
conductive into the top left 
corner of your 
breadboard.  What are 
your choices for which 
holes to plug something 
else into in order to make 
an electrical connection?  
A:  The four holes directly 
below it in the upper left 
column.   
 
Q: Which holes are your 
choices for not making a 
connection?  A:  all holes 
except those in the upper 
left column. 

Q:  Why are wires made of 
metal?  A:  metal is a good 
conductor of electricity, which 
means that electrons flow easily 
through it.   
 
Q:  Why are wires wrapped in a 
material like rubber or plastic?  
A:  These materials are 
insulators, meaning that 
electrons do not easily flow 
through them.  Insulation on 
wires confines the electrons in 
the wire where you want them. 

http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/RoboPots-Wiring-Diagram-Wires.pdf
http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/RoboPots-Wiring-Diagram-Wires.pdf
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bag are a resistor, a transistor, and a microcontroller, 
which students can leave aside for now.  Explain that 
different colors of wires are different lengths.  The 
colored portion also serves as insulation to prevent “short 
circuits”, and the bare metal ends go in the breadboard 
holes to make electrical connections. 
 
You may be able to faintly see embossed characters 
around outside of the breadboard.  Numbers 1-17 label 
columns and letters A-J label rows.  This system enables 
you to refer to specific insertion holes by letter and 
number as you would in the game Battleship.  If you wish 
to use this technique, ask students to begin with J1 in the 
upper left-hand corner.  However, it is not at all necessary 
to use this technique and the how-to video does not.  
 
Instruct students to use 

the diagram to insert the wires into the breadboard.  
Students may find that wires need to be bent or wiggled 
slightly to fit into the holes. Providing even pressure 
helps put wires in securely.  Pliers may be helpful with 
positioning the wires in and/or bending the leads slightly 
if they are not fitting. If a wire gets bent too much, pliers can be used to straighten it out. 
 
Have students buddy up, exchange breadboards, and double-check each other’s wire 
placement.  RoboPots will not work unless the wires are in the correct holes. 
 

To help 
students check 
their work, 
parts kits 
contain a 
transparency 
overlay scaled 
to be the exact 
same size as 
the breadboard.  Students can lay the transparency 
on top of the wired breadboard and make sure all of 

the black dots on the transparency align with spots where they’ve inserted wires.   
 
If you opted to have students start with square J1 in the upper left-hand corner, then the 
next page gives battleship-style coordinates as an alternative way of checking wires. 

Q:  Will electrons travel 
better through a wire that’s 
nice and straight, or a wire 
that is bent and squiggly?  
A:  Electrons usually care 
not one whit about how 
squiggly you’ve bent the 
wires*.  As long as you get 
each end of the wire into 
the correct breadboard 
hole, your RoboPot will 
work fine. (*Some wire 
shapes, such as coils, can 
profoundly affect the flow 
of electricity.) 

Q:  How is the manual skill 
of breadboarding similar to 
the manual skills of counted 
cross-stitch or needlepoint? 
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Optional Battleship-Style Wiring Checklist 

 

 
 

Wire From To 

Gray 7I 15I 

Top Brown 4H 14H 

Top Orange 3F 6F 

Green 10E 14F 

Blue 10C 16C 

Lower Brown 3B 13B 

Lower Orange 14B 17B 
 
 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

J 

I 

H 

G 

F 

E 

D 

C 

B 

A 

J 

I 

H 

G 

F 

E 

D 

C 

B 

A 
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Electronics Step C: Resistor (3:20) 

 
Hand out RoboPots Wiring Diagram: 
Components.  The first component for 
students to insert is the resistor, which 
looks striped both on the diagram and 
in reality.   
 
The purpose of a resistor is to control 
the amount of current running through 
a circuit, neither too little nor too much, 
but just right.  A resistor is a little more 
difficult for electrons to flow through 
than is a wire, so it reduces the flow. 
 
In order to insert the resistor, students need to make it have a “U” shape similar to what 
the wires had.  To conform the resistor to that shape, grab the striped part (called the 
barrel) with a thumb and forefinger.  Use the other hand to bend the leads, as shown in the 
video. (Resistors supplied by Gizmo Garden have had their leads pre-clipped to an 
appropriate length.) 
 

 

Math Tie-In for Older Students:  Ohm’s Law 

 

The colors of the stripes on a resistor tell you how much resistance the component provides, 

in units of Ohms.   

 

When an electrical engineer designs a circuit, she calculates the value of resistor she needs 

using this formula, known as Ohm’s Law: 

 

Resistance  = Voltage / Current 

 

Usually she knows how much voltage she has, and chooses the resistor to get a desired 

amount of current. Sometimes she knows how much current will be flowing and chooses the 

resistor to get a desired voltage. 

 

Voltage is a measure of the force pushing electricity from one place to another, and current 

(measured in amps) is a measure of how much of that electricity is flowing.  For historical 

reasons, current usually is represented by the letter I, so the equation above is usually 

represented as follows: 

 

R=V / I 

 

http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/RoboPots-Wiring-Diagram-Components.pdf
http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/RoboPots-Wiring-Diagram-Components.pdf
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The RoboPots resistor is in a section of the circuit that connects directly to the 

microcontroller.  Since the microcontroller would fry if accidentally connected to our power 

supply, the resistor functions as safety protection.   

 

Q:  Since our power supply is 9 volts and the microcontroller shouldn’t be exposed to more 

than 20 milliamps, what is the minimum value for a resistor that will protect the 

microcontroller?   

 

Hint:  remember that in our equation, current is expressed in amps, not milliamps, so do 

that conversion first. 

 

A:  The resistor should then be no less than 9/0.02 = 450 ohms.  

 

In fact, our resistor is 2200 ohms, a much higher value than the minimum, which works fine 

because very little current is actually needed in this section of our design. Students who 

want to learn and practice decoding the stripes on the resistor – what’s called the resistor 

color code – may want to download and play the game “Mho’s Resistance” from AdaFruit, 

which costs 99¢on iPhones/Pads or Android devices. 

 

Our wires use the same color codes as the resistors, to indicate length instead of resistance. 

For example, orange is the color code for “3”, and the orange wires are 0.3” long. 

 

 
 
 
 

Electronics Step D: Transistor (5:26)  

 
Ask students to pull the transistor out of the parts bag 
and examine it.  This transistor acts as a switch, 
allowing the computer to turn the current on and off, 
which will turn the water pump on and off.  There are 

four differences between the transistor and what we’ve inserted so far: 
 

1)  The transistor has three leads.  Two serve the same purpose as the leads on the 
resistor – to allow current in and out.  The third lead receives a signal from the 
microcontroller, telling it when to turn the circuit on and when to turn it off.  

Q:  What about the transistor 
looks different from what 
we’ve inserted so far? 
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2)  The transistor has a metal tab on 

top in order to dissipate heat.  
Since our RoboPot is a relatively 
low-power device, the heat 
dissipater, a.k.a. heat sink, is not 
vital; it just comes as part of the 
transistor packaging.   
 

 

 
Physical Science Tie-In for Older Students:  Heat Transfer 

 

Heat is a measure of the kinetic energy of particles in matter.  When current flows, electrons 

bump into other particles along their travels, causing those particles to jitter as well.  

Therefore, devices through which current flows heat up.  In fact, the amount of heat 

increases proportionally to the amount of current times the voltage. 

 

Q:  What are the three methods of heat transfer?  Can you think of electrical devices that 

conduct heat by each of those methods? 

 

A:  Our transistor dissipates heat by conduction.  A household space heater that warms an 

entire room uses convection.  Toasters and light bulbs radiate heat. 

 

 
3)  The transistor the first device in our RoboPot to use semiconductors.  Inside its 

black outer packaging, the transistor is made from a material that’s moderately 
good at conducting electricity.  Since it’s neither a strong conductor nor a strong 
insulator, it can be coaxed into conducting electricity by a voltage signal from the 
microcontroller, making it a switch.  (It is by default off unless the computer signal 
turns it on.) 

 
4)  Finally, the transistor is the first component we’ve inserted that has to go in a 

particular direction.  If you insert it the wrong way, things probably won’t get 
damaged, but your RoboPot will not function.  In the wiring diagram, the salmon-
colored bar represents the metal heat-sink tab.  Have students insert the transistor 
into the breadboard so that the heat sink is on the opposite side from the resistor. 

 
This is another good place to have the students exchange boards and check each other’s 
placement of the resistor and transistor. 
 
 

Q:  If you’ve left dinner in the freezer too long 
and need to change its temperature – aka 
defrost it -- quickly before putting it on the 
grill or in the oven, what do you do?  A: You 
put it into contact with something that 
conducts heat better than the air does.  Some 
people use a metal surface and some people 
submerge the frozen food in water. 
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Chemistry Tie-In for Older Students:  Semiconductor Valence Electrons 

 

The heart of our transistor (inside its black plastic casing) is the semiconducting element 

silicon.  Silicon atoms have four electrons in their outer or valence shells, so they form 

tetrahedral crystals.  This third-party video explains how silicon injected with phosphorous 

(which has 5 valence electrons) has free electrons and silicon injected with boron (which has 

3 valence electrons) has holes where electrons would usually be.   

 

When the two materials are side-by-side, then along their junction, electrons move to where 

they’re needed, after which the junction becomes a no-fly zone for electrons and current 

does not flow.  But when a positive voltage is applied to boron-doped silicon, the now 

positively-charged boron-doped silicon attracts free electrons from the phosphorous-doped 

silicon.  This attraction is strong enough to overcome the no-fly zone and current flows.  

This is the basis for the function for a semiconductor switch. 

 

Q:  How much time do you think elapses between the moment the microcontroller signal 

arrives and the moment current starts flowing?  

 

A:  About 15 billionths of a second! The much smaller transistors in your phone are about 

1000 times faster! 

 

 
 
The big blue thing on the wiring diagram is the microcontroller.  We’ll insert it shortly.  But 
before we do that, let’s pause to examine the circuit that we’ve built.   
 
  
 
 

Step E: Circuit (6:45)   

 
Hand out the RoboPots Wiring 
Diagram:  Complete.  Ask the students 
what they notice is added to this 
version of the diagram.  We’ll be 
connecting the new components via 
the marked breadboard locations 
during the next section of the 
curriculum. 
 
Have students look in the upper right-
hand corner and note the red and black 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IcrBqCFLHIY&feature=youtu.be
http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/RoboPots-Wiring-Diagram-Complete.pdf
http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/RoboPots-Wiring-Diagram-Complete.pdf
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dots showing where we will plug in the power source.  Note:  In the diagrams and in the 
video, the power source is referred to as a battery, but in actuality, we will be plugging the 
RoboPot into the wall. 
 

By convention, current flows from the 
red/positive terminal of the power 
source, around the circuit and back to 
the black/negative terminal.  So it is 
useful to talk about the electrical circuit 
we have assembled beginning at the 
upper right hand red dot and ending at 
the upper right hand black dot.  Actually, 
though, a circuit -- like a circle -- has no 
beginning or end. 

 
Give students the opportunity to trace the circuit with a finger.  Have them start with their 
finger on the upper right hand red dot.  Talk them through the first few steps:  Current 
goes from the red dot through the column of the breadboard to the gray wire, and then 
across to the left.  Now where does the current go?  Hint:  it can go up a column on the 
breadboard as well as down.   
 
Current goes into the red dot on the pump, and then back out the black dot.  Where does it 
go from there?  After students have had a few minutes to think it through, show the 
electronics video answer starting at 6:45.   
 
 
 
 
 

Step F: Computer (8:44)   

 
Direct students to remove the microcontroller from its static-protection bag.  Notice the 
largest black square component, sometimes called a computer chip.  That’s the brains of 
the microcontroller, the part that does all the thinking and remembering. (We’ve been 
using the words “computer” and “microcontroller” somewhat interchangeably. A 
microcontroller is a kind of computer, one designed to be small and inexpensive, and used 
to control simple devices like a furnace, microwave oven, or self-watering pot! Our 
microcontroller board is an Arduino-compatible Trinket brand, made by Adafruit, using a 
microcontroller chip made by Atmel.) 
 
The chip contains a processor to do the thinking and memory to store information.  To 
compare it to the iPhone X, the iPhone processor is about 2500 times faster.  The high-end 

Q:  Do you know of any electrical devices that 
use the colors red and black to discriminate 
between one end and the other?  Which of 
those colors do we call positive? 
 
A:  The convention is that the red terminal (or 
pointy end) of a battery is positive.  You can 
remember that association by thinking red = 
hearts = love = positive. 
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iPhone also has 32,000 times more memory.  But our chip only costs about two dollars, and 
is as powerful as the million-dollar computers of a few decades ago.  In fact, this computer 
is about half as powerful as the computer that carried Apollo astronauts to the moon. 
 
For Mainers who are receiving parts kits from Gizmo Garden, your microcontroller comes 
pre-loaded with the software necessary to run the RoboPot.  Older students who want to 
know more about the computer operation and code can find out more during Section 5 & 
Video #5, Computing.  
 
On the opposite end of the microcontroller board from the computer chip is a large 
metallic square that is a connector.  Through that connector, folks buying their own parts 
can hook up a laptop and upload software to the Trinket, provided that they already have 
experience with the Arduino software environment.  The RoboPots code one would upload 
to the Trinket is available on the RoboPots download page. 
 
Also on the microcontroller board are various additional components including a green LED 
that comes on when the Trinket has power and a red LED that comes on when a signal is 
turning on the transistor, thus turning on the pump. 
 
The microcontroller board connects to the world through metal pins that protrude from 
the bottom of it.  On the wiring diagram, the salmon-colored dots represent those pins.  So 
the lower row of pins will line up centered between the ends of the blue wire, one row 
above it.  Once students have located the proper position for the microcontroller according 
to the diagram, have them insert it into the breadboard. The green wire will be underneath 
the microcontroller.   
 
Have students once again double check each other’s work.  

  

http://gizmogarden.org/welcome/project-ideas/arduinos/robopots/robopots-downloads/
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Section 3 
Mechanical Assembly   see video #3 

 
 
Distribute the mechanical parts kits 
(which include the screwdriver) and the 
Workbench Layout diagram.  Note:  In 
one place in the video, this tool is called 
a nut driver, which is inaccurate. 
 
Explain to students that during this 
section, we will create a stable base or 
“housing” that will hold our custom 
electronic breadboard and four off-the-
shelf parts:  a water pump, a dial, a 
button, and a power cord receptacle 
called a power jack.  The design for this 
housing accomplishes several things: 
 

• Surrounds the breadboard with 
other, larger items to give it 
some protection. 

• Makes the dial and button easy 
to reach. 

• Allows easy connection of water 
hoses and the power cord. 

• Does not require Gizmo Garden to drill any holes or do any other preparation 
before shipping out parts kits. 

 

 
Extension possibility:  Design a Cover 

 

Gizmo Garden’s housing design has the drawbacks of not providing any topside protection 

from splashes and is, moreover, not pretty.  Students could fabricate covers out of a number 

of materials ranging from old shower curtains, to upended plastic tubs, to 3D-printed shapes 

with holes for access to the dial, button and hoses.  Do not create covers out of a conductive 

material like tin foil, which could create short circuits. 

 

 

Q:  What electronic parts do you think might 
be inside of a cellphone?  A:  Processor, 
memory, display, buttons & switches, touch 
sensors, two-way radio, gyroscope, 
accelerometer, GPS, and many others. 
 
Q:  How are these parts held together?  A:  
Adhesives, solder, and fasteners, all with an 
external case. 
 
Q:  What functions must the design of a 
phone’s physical packaging serve?  A:  
Stability, protection from damage, size 
minimization, button accessibility, 
ergonomics, aesthetics, low cost, long 
lifetime, manufacturability, stability of 
supply, repair access/ease. 
 
Q:  How might these functions trade off 
against each other?   
 
 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/lHjFv7nZkH0
http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Workbench-Layout.pdf
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Have students remove the laser-cut plastic square dubbed by the manufacturer the 
“workbench”.   This is the base to which we will attach the four off-the-shelf parts.  
Students should position the workbench so that its rectangular holes run horizontally. 

 
 
Three of the off-the-shelf parts, the dial, the button, and the power jack, each attach to a 
plastic faceplate that sits on four legs called “stand-offs”.   The dial sits on short standoffs 
because it is tall; the button and power jack sit on longer standoffs because they are short.  
This makes those three components roughly equal in height.  The button and power jack 
must be mounted on their faceplates; the dial comes already attached.  
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Standoff Attachment Tips:  The standoffs attach on either end with screws inserted into 
their internal threads. Because the screwdriver provided is magnetic, students can place 
the screw onto the driver blade and it will hold there while they guide it into place.   
 
It is easiest to first screw the components to the standoffs.  The head of the screw goes on 
the top of the faceplate, the point of the screw goes through the corner holes of the 
faceplate and then down into the standoff.  Screws do not need to be extremely tight.   
 
All standoffs should be female (internally threaded to accept screws) on both ends.  We 
have occasionally run into dial or button packs that contain male standoffs (that would 
mate to nuts).  If this happens, give the student replacement standoffs from the spares 
supply. 
 
Then after a component has all four legs attached, set it in place on the workbench and put 
four screws with their heads underneath the workbench and their points going through the 
workbench and up into the standoffs.  First thread the screws partway for all four 
standoffs, then go back and gently tighten.  Students may need to pair off for this activity, 
with one holding the legged component in place while the other inserts screws. 
 
 
 

Mechanical Step A:  Dial (1:20) 

 
The dial allows us to set how long the 
plant is watered each day by trial and 
error.  During final testing of the 
RoboPots, students will turn the dial 
clockwise to allow a longer watering 
period; counterclockwise for a shorter 
watering period. The maximum watering 
time comes set to 10 seconds (a 
constant in the pre-loaded software). 
 
Inside the dial is a variable resistor.  Instead having a fixed resistance like the resistor in our 
breadboard, the variable resistor has a resistance set by the dial.   The computer can read 
where the dial has been set and change the watering time accordingly.  Older students can 
learn more about how this works a little later. 
 
 

Q:  Our dial allows us to give input to our 
computer in a way that is called “analog”—
the watering time is analogous to the 
rotation of the dial. Analog inputs are 
smoothly variable.  If we wanted to give our 
computer this information digitally, in the 
form of discrete numbers, what kind of input 
device would we need to add?  A:  display 
and keypad or mouse etc.  
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Have the students find the bag of dial 
parts.  Ask them to set aside the white-red-
black cable for use in step F.  To mount the 

dial, insert four screws through the corners of the faceplate and down into the standoffs.  
Then place the 4-legged dial in the lower left-hand corner 
of the workbench, according to the Workbench Layout 
diagram.  Orient it so that the three metal connector pins 
face inward for protection, and the knob is outward for 
greater access.  Put four screws up through the bottom of 
the workbench and into the standoffs.  
 
Once the dial is mounted, have students turn it all the way 
in the counter-clockwise direction.  This will ensure that 
upon power-up, the RoboPot will pump only the minimum amount of water on the first 
test.  This allows students to to make sure their hose is secure and water is going where 
they want it to go.  Subsequently, students can turn the dial in a counter-clockwise 
direction to increase the pumping duration. 
 
  

Q:  What would be the engineering 
design advantages and disadvantages 
of going to digital input for the 
watering time?  A:  An advantage 
would be the ability to set a precise 
number of seconds without trial and 
error.  Disadvantages include the cost 
and space of the added parts, along 
with the need to write user interface 
software.  
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Mechanical Step B: Button  (2.48) 

 
The button allows us to signal the 
computer to manually turn on the 
pump for testing purposes.  If you just 
tap the button briefly, the computer 
runs the pump for whatever amount 
of time is set by the dial.  If you hold 
the button down, the computer runs 
the pump continuously until you 
release the button. 
 
The computer checks the button 
status 20 times a second.  If the computer detects 
that the button is depressed, it checks again ¼ 
second later. If it is still depressed, then it considers 
the button to be held down. If it’s no longer 
depressed, then it considers the button to be 
tapped.  
 
Around the button’s base is a black collar that 
functions in the same was as a nut on a screw. Have students gently unscrew the collar and 
slide it off of the wires. Thread the wires through the large center hole in the faceplate, and 
then seat the button all the way onto the face plate.  
 

The collar has a smooth side 
and a toothed side.  Replace 
the collar by turning the 
faceplate over and threading 
the collar back through the 
wires, with the tooth side 
toward the faceplate. Secure 
by screwing hand tight.  
 
Use four screws to attach 
four standoffs to the corners 
of the faceplate on its 
underside (not the button 

side). Then use four more screws to attach the legged button to the workbench in the 
lower right corner of the workbench as indicated by the Workbench Diagram. 
 
 

Q:  Do you know of other buttons that cause 
different results depending on whether you 
tap them or hold them down?  A: On an 
iPhone, the side button puts the phone to 
sleep with a tap or powers the phone off 
when held down.  On a keyboard, a letter key 
inserts that letter once if you tap the key or 
repeats that letter continuously if you hold 
the key down. 
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Mechanical Step C: Power Jack  (4:19) 

 
The power jack is where we will plug in our 
power supply.  Explain to students that the 
power supply has two jobs.   

1. To create a constant nine volts, 
providing connections to that nine 
volts and to ground (which you can think of as zero volts). 

2. To supply as much current as the RoboPot needs. 
 

  

 
Physical Science Tie-In:  Potential Energy 

 

You’ve probably heard of gravitational potential energy.  For example, a snow sled has 

potential energy when it is on a hill.  The potential energy is high at the top of the hill and 

decreases as it converts to kinetic energy as the sled descends.  Gravitational potential 

energy is held by objects that have mass when they are being tugged on by a gravitational 

field. 

 

 

                                

                                There’s also such a thing as electrical potential energy.  This kind of  

                                 potential energy is held by objects that have charge when they are being 

                                  tugged at by an electric field.  In electrical engineering, we’re  

                                    concerned with the potential energy of electrons in wires. 

 

                                          Voltage is a measure of difference in the potential energy of an 

                                              electron between two places in a circuit.  Usually, we specify 

                                                 voltage relative to the place where there’s no potential energy, 

                                                     analogous to the bottom of the hill.  We call that zero- 

                                                         potential-energy place “ground”. 

 

Higher voltage is somewhat like being on a higher hill.  With a high hill, there’s longer to 

fall from the top to the bottom/ground, so the sled gets going faster yielding more kinetic 

energy.  When electrons have farther to fall, that additional kinetic energy comes in the form 

of more current.   

 

 
 

Q:  Our power supply provides 9 volts.  
How many volts do you think it takes to 
produce a lightning strike?  A: up to a 
billion volts. 
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Installation 
of the 
power jack 
is very 
similar to 
installation 
of the 
button.  
Instruct 

students to unscrew the silver collar, 
remove it from the jack, thread the jack 
through the face plate, and re-attach the 
collar, using it as you would a nut.  (There 
are no teeth on this collar.)  Screw the four 
standoffs to the faceplate, and then screw 
the legged unit to its position in the upper 
right corner of the workbench as indicated 
in the workbench diagram.  
 
 
 
 
 

Mechanical Step D: Pump (5:13) 

 
Parts kits from Gizmo Garden may have 
either of two types of pumps, depending 
on availability from vendors and on the 
needs of the particular 
teacher/classroom.  (All pumps for a 
given classroom will be identical.)    The 
video shows use of pump A.  These 
instructions will cover both pump A and 
pump B. 
 
Installing Pump A:   
 
Pump A gets attached to its position on the workbench using cable or zip ties. Take a 
moment to help students familiarize themselves with how these ties work. Cable or zip ties 
are nylon strips with small teeth on one side and a smooth surface on the other. Ties have 
a tail that tapers to a point and a square slot that has a ratcheting and locking mechanism. 
As the teeth of the zip tie are pushed through the slot, they lock and cannot be backed out. 

Q:  Can you name some systems that require 
fluid motion?  A: Water supplies, some 
heating systems, refrigerators, dish waters, 
auto transmissions, soda dispensers, insulin 
pumps, agricultural irrigation. 
 
Q:  What else besides a pump can cause 
fluids to circulate?  A:  Differences in 
temperature or pressure. 

Q:  What have you heard about “ground” 
in relation to a car battery, an electrical 
outlet, or a lightning strike?  How do you 
think ground might be different in a much 
lower voltage situation like our RoboPot? 
A:  In high-voltage situations, connection 
to a large conductive grounding object 
(like the earth itself or a car body) 
provides a quick way for electrons to 
spread out and dissipate the charge.  In 
these situations, connecting to ground – 
called grounding --  is an important safety 
feature.  However, our RoboPot uses such 
low voltage that we don’t need the safety 
aspect, and our ground is not connected 
to any big conducting object.  It just serves 
as the reference standard of zero voltage. 
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Direct students to keep the toothed side of the zip tie on the inside, against the 
pump/workbench as they work to keep it oriented correctly. 
 

Position pump A on the workbench in 
the upper left corner, oriented such that 
the two flanges (inlet and outlet) are on 
the outside edge of the workbench for 
accessibility.  The two outlets will 
eventually need to have tubes 
connected to them. Secure the pump by 
threading a zip tie around each end of 
its barrel, through the slots of the 
workbench.  Keep the ties loose until 
the pump is in the desired position, pull 
them tight to lock. Use scissors to clip 
off any excess tail.   
 

 
 
 
These photos show the difference in appearance between pump A on the left and pump B 
on the right. 
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Installing Pump B: 
 
Pump B attaches with two standoffs and screws.  
Orient the pump on the workbench so that the 
pump’s pre-attached input and output hoses trail 
off of the edge of the workbench rather than 
pointing onto the workbench. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Physical Science Tie-In:  Fluid Mechanics 
 
An electric pump converts electrical energy into mechanical energy, and then into fluid 
energy.  You could use the resulting pressurized water to do work, but we just let it spill out 
into our plant pot.  The subject of fluid motion is called fluid mechanics or hydraulics.  If 
your fluid is water, the subject sometimes is called hydrodynamics.   
 
Gizmo Garden uses either of two types of pumps.  They work differently and have different 
advantages.  They wPump Pump B produces less powerful pulses of water and is 
impractical to test using battery power.  Both pumps require that the RoboPot be plugged 
into AC power for longer operation. 
 
Pump A:  Gear Pump 
 
In an external gear pump.  The 
electricity runs a motor, which 
turns a gear.  This gear’s teeth  
mesh with a second unpowered 
gear, which turns in the opposite 
direction. 
 
There are two openings in the  
gear box called the inlet and the 
outlet, and the openings can  
switch roles if the direction of the gears flips.  On the side where the gears are spinning  
 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f8/Gear_pump_animation.gif
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away from each other, water gets carried away from the area, creating a partial vacuum 
which sucks more water in.  Near the opposite opening, water accumulates and becomes 
pressurized, so it shoots through the outlet.  You can see an animated gif of this illustration 
here. 
 
Gear pumps have the advantage of producing a steady stream and of being able to handle 
viscous fluids.  Applications are as varied as auto oil pumps, soda dispensers, and chocolate 
mold fillers.  For RoboPot purposes, the fact that pump A runs on nine volts makes the 
RoboPots easy to test briefly using battery power, which can be particularly useful in 
classrooms that have few electrical outlets.   
 
Pump B: Peristaltic Pump 
 
In a peristatic pump, the motor spins a system  
of rollers that squeeze fluid down a tube.  
 This mechanism is similar to the way you   
squeeze toothpaste out of a tube.  The word  
“peristatic” comes from the name of the  
progressive contractions that move food  
through your digestive tract.   
 
In the pump, a glob of fluid exits from the  
output end of the tube every time a roller  
passes.  The missing fluid creates a partial vacuum  
that sucks more fluid into the input.  You can see a gif animation of the action here. 
 
The primary advantage of a peristaltic pump is that fluid stays inside the tube, which can be 
sterile.  Therefore, peristatic pumps are popular for medical applications like dialysis.  They 
generate limited fluid pressure, cannot produce a steady stream, gum up with high-
viscosity fluids, and require frequent tube replacement with heavy use.   
 
For RoboPot purposes, pump B’s use of 12-volt power makes student testing on battery 
power impractical.  The pump works fine, however, for classrooms with plenty of outlets.  
For plant watering, some folks prefer pump B’s more gentle, droplet-like output.  
 
Fun fact about Pump B:  if you reverse the current, the roller mechanism will change 
directions, so that the input and output hoses reverse.  You can do this on your RoboPot by 
unplugging the pump’s connector from the breadboard, flipping it, and plugging it back in.  
(Note:  this will not work for pump A!) 
 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gear_pump_animation.gif
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peristaltic_pump#/media/File:Peristaltic_pump.gif
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Mechanical Step E: The Breadboard (6:31) 

 

 
 
The last component to add to the workbench is the breadboard that was assembled earlier. 
Position the board so that the resistor is facing the pump (see diagram). Attach the 
breadboard by remove the paper backing on its bottom, exposing the sticky adhesive tape. 
Keep in mind once the breadboard is positioned, it cannot be moved.  Press firmly to 
secure.  
 
 
 

Mechanical Step F: The Cables (7:03) 

 
Ask students how each of the four off-the-shelf components they’ve added to the 
workbench will communicate with the breadboard that contains our circuits.  They need to 
be electrically connected using cables. A cable is a set of wires.    
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Ask students to find the RoboPots 
Wiring Diagram that they used to 
assemble the breadboard.  Students 
should note that in the diagram each 
of the four off-the-shelf components 
is labeled by name and has red, black 
and/or white dots. These dots 
correspond to each component’s 
cable wire colors show which wire 
connects into which hole.  
 
Notice which components are 
represented by all black dots and 
which have black and red; or black, 

red, and white.  Since the 
button has two black dots, 
its cable can be inserted in 
either orientation.  Not so 
for the other three 
components, which have 
red, black, and in one case 
also a white dot.  Those 
cables must be inserted in a 
particular orientation, with 
the colors of the wires 
matching the colors of the 
dots.  Otherwise the 
RoboPot will not work. 
 

Three of the components already have cables attached to them.  The final, small parts bag 
in the mechanical parts kit contains mating connectors that have pins on two sides.  (You 
will need three mating connectors if you are using pump A and two if you are using pump 
B.)  Before proceeding, students also should have at hand the white-red-black dial cable 
that they set aside earlier. 
 
 
Mechanical, Pump Cable  (7:34) 
 
Suggest that students start with the pump. They should notice that the cable pre-attached 
to the pump contains a red wire and a black wire.  If you are using Pump A, these wires do 
not already have pins, so there is no way for the cable to plug into the breadboard.  
 

http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/RoboPots-Wiring-Diagram-Complete.pdf
http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/RoboPots-Wiring-Diagram-Complete.pdf
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If you are using Pump A, ask students to fish out one of the mating connectors that has two 
pins on each end.  Show them how to insert one end of the connector into the two wires.  
This will both hold the wires together and provide another set of pins on the end.    
 
Regardless of which pump you are using, have students plug the pump cable into the 
breadboard in the location indicated by the diagram.  It may be a little wiggly, and that’s 
OK.  The red wire should be nearer the microcontroller and the black wire should be nearer 
the transistor.  If students wish to neaten the wires, they may tuck them under the pump 
zip ties. 
 
 
Mechanical, Power Jack Cable (8:34) 
 
The cable pre-attached to the power jack already has pins protruding from it, so students 
just need to plug it into the breadboard in the location indicated by the diagram, with the 
black wire nearer the transistor.    
 

 
Extension Activity:  Where is Ground?  
 
The spot where the black wire of our power jack 

inserts into the breadboard establishes the  

“ground” voltage reference point for our entire  

breadboard.  Anything that is electrically 

connected to that point is at zero volts aka  

ground.  That includes anything connected to  

that point through the breadboard or through a  

wire.  On the wiring diagram, highlight every  

location on our breadboard that is ground.  The answer is in the diagram found here. 

 

 
 
Mechanical, Dial Cable (8:51) 
 
The dial does not already have a cable 
attached.  The three-wire cable that 
came in the cable parts bag is for the 
dial.   
 

Q:  Most of our off-the-shelf components 
have a red wire for current coming in, and a 
black wire for current exiting to ground.  
What other communication might happen 
over the dial’s third white wire?  A:  The dial 
needs to communicate its setting to the 
microcontroller. 

http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Where-is-Ground.pdf
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Instruct students to slide the cable onto the three metal pins pointing horizontally on the 
top of the dial.  Have the white wire closer to the edge of the workbench so that it aligns 
with the S (for Signal), and the black wire closer to the center of the workbench so that it 
aligns with the G (for Ground).  The red wire in the middle will align with the V (for 
Voltage). 
 

Into the other end of the 
cable, plug the three-pin 
connector, providing pins 
that then insert into the 
breadboard, as shown in the 
diagram.  The black wire 
should face the transistor end 
of the cable. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Math Tie-In for Older Students:  Variable Resistors & Ohm’s Law 

 

Our dial uses a component called a variable resistor.  In  

a variable resistor, the material through which the current  

flows is shaped in an arc. Just as in our previous fixed 

resistor, current flows in at one end and out of the other. 

 

The knob on our dial has a plastic part on top that 

you twist back and forth.  But how will the computer 

sense where you’ve set that dial?  Underneath the 

plastic casing, there’s a conductive pointer or “wiper” attached to the knob so it twists back 

and forth as the knob does. 

 

 

                                                     

 

                                                    This conductive wiper makes electrical contact with the  

                                                     restive arc.  Now, if the computer could sense the location  

                                                     along the resistive arc at which the pointer is making  

                                                     contact, the computer would know where you have set the  

                                                     dial.  So how might the computer sense that contact point? 
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Consider that when current first enters the resistive arc, it has so far experienced zero 

resistance.  By the time it exits the resistive arc, it has experienced all of the resistance, 

which in our case is 10K ohms.   When the current has gotten half way around, to the point 

where the dial is pointing in the diagram above, it has experienced 1/2 of 10 K ohms = 5K 

ohms of resistance.  So, if we can somehow measure how much resistance the current has 

experienced, we can infer where the knob is pointing. 

 

Let’s revisit Ohm’s law.  When we previously encountered it, Ohm’s Law was arranged like 

this: 

 

R = V/I 

 

Remember that I stands for current.  As resistance goes up, voltage goes up proportionally.  

Maybe by sensing the voltage at the wiper, we could infer how much of the resistance the 

current passed through before reaching that point.   

 

We’re on the right track, but there’s still a problem.  Ohm’s Law contains a third variable:  

current.  If the current changes (as we know it does when it meets resistance), that messes up 

the clean relationship we need between resistance and voltage. 

 

To solve that glitch, we need to force the current to be a 

constant, instead of a variable.  We can force the  

current to be constant by applying a voltage  

difference across our dial.  This prevents the current  

from reducing when it encounters resistance. 

 

 

 

                                                                 Current now is a constant 0.5 milliamps.  It enters 

                                                                 the resistive material at the red 5-volt dot and flows 

                                                                 around the arc, returning to ground at the 0-volt  

                                                                 black dot. 

 

 

 

 

Now let’s look at Ohm’s Law in another arrangement: 

 

V = R x I 

 

Reviewing the facts we know: 

The resistance of the full arc is 10 K ohms 

The current of is a constant 0.5 milliamps 

Don’t forget to convert the units from K ohms into ohms and milliamps into amps. 
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Q:  What will be the approximate voltage at the wiper when it is at the following dial 

locations? 

 

1)                                                                      2)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3)                                                                     4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers: 

 

1) 0.0005 amps x 10000 ohms = 5 volts 

 

2) 0.0005 amps x 0 ohms = 0 volts 

 

3) 0.0005 amps x 5000 ohms = 2.5 volts 

 

4) 0.0005 amps x 7000 ohms = 3.5 volts 
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In our dial, the wiper connects to the white wire in the cable.  Refer back to the wiring 

diagram to trace how those wires connect to other things on the breadboard. 

 

- The white dot is connected up through its column of the breadboard to a microcontroller  

   input pin.   

- The red dot is connected up through its column of the breadboard to a microcontroller pin  

   that it holds at 5 volts. 

- The black dot is connected up through its column of the breadboard to the green wire.  The  

   other end of the green wire connects through its breadboard column to a ground pin on the  

   microcontroller, which in turn connects to the ground of the power supply. 

 

 

 
 
 
Mechanical Button  (9:44) 
 
The last cable to plug in is 
the easiest, because both of 
its wires are black and 
therefore it can plug into 
the breadboard in either 
orientation.  This cable 
requires the last of the 
connectors that will give it 
pins. 
 

Q:  What do you guess the button might connect to?  Hint:  
remember that the computer checks to monitor how long 
the button has been pressed.  Can you use your finger to 
trace on the wiring diagram what the each of the button 
black dots connect to? 
 
A:  The left-hand black dot connects through the 
breadboard to the blue wire.  The other end of the blue 
wire connects through the breadboard to the green wire.  
The other end of the green wire connects through the 
breadboard to ground.  The right-hand black dot connects 
through the breadboard to the orange wire, and the other 
end of the orange wire connects through the breadboard to 
an input pin to the computer. 
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Mechanical, Cable Check (10:00) 
 
Ask students to partner up and swap workbenches so that they can check each other’s 
cable placement.  RoboPots will not work if cables are in the wrong position or orientation.    
Every red wire should be further toward the microcontroller end of the breadboard than 
the black wire, and their black wire partners should be oriented toward the transistor end. 
There is nothing to prevent a cable from being inserted in the wrong position or orientation 
other than the student’s diligence. 
 
 
 

Mechanical Step G: Feet 

Attach the black rubber feet to the bottom of the workbench to make it nice and sturdy.  
Flip the workbench bottom up.  Peel the protective backing off of each foot to expose the 
adhesive.  Set the feet at places near the corners or in places that will make the workbench 
sturdy.   
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Section 4 
Plumbing & Testing (see video #4) 

 
 
 
 
In this section we will attach tubing that will route water from a reservoir into our pump, 
and then from our pump to our plant.  Next, we’ll test our RoboPot to make sure it is 
operating correctly.  We’ll turn our dial to set the duration of the watering time.   
 

Plumbing Step A: Hoses  

 
If you are using Pump B, it comes 
with hoses pre-attached.  Skip 
forward to the part of this step 
for cutting and labeling hose 
ends. 
 
If you are using Pump A, hoses 
will need to be attached.  
Distribute to each student a 
plastic bag containing one two-meter length of plastic tubing.  Note that in the video, this 
tubing was pre-cut into two hoses.  However, Gizmo Garden parts kits will contain just one 
length of tubing, which students cut in the middle using scissors.   The cut should be fairly 
squarely (at a 90˚ to the tube), as opposed to at a sharp diagonal. 
 

Ask students to find the two openings 
(flanges) on the side of pump A.  
Have them attach a square end of a 
hose to each opening by pushing the 
hose over the flange.  Students will 
find that it is a snug fit that will 
require some wiggling and pushing. 
  

Q:  Have you ever gotten something stuck to the 
bottom of a vacuum cleaner or a shop vac?  Why 
does this happen?  Does the motor sound happy 
when it happens?  Can the vacuum do its job while 
this is happening? Have you ever been drinking 
through a straw and gotten the straw stuck to the 
bottom of the glass?  How do you keep that from 
happening again?  
 
 

https://youtu.be/bxV2aZKJ-Qg
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Cutting and Labeling Hose Ends: 
 
At this point, either pump A or 
pump B should have two 
hoses attached.  The intake 
hose draws water from the 
reservoir and the output hose 
delivers water to the plant.     
 
To avoid later confusion, have 
students use sharpies to label 
the intake and output.  They 
can draw arrows on the hoses 
or write I & O on the pumps.  
For pump A, the output comes 
from the center of the pump 
and the intake enters the 
edge of the pump.  For pump 
B, the output comes from the 
hose nearer the center of the 
workbench and the intake 
enters through the hose 
nearer the outside of the workbench. 
 

Next, have the students look at the other ends of the 
hoses.  The other end of the output hose will go into 
the plant pot.  It should be fairly square cute, and if 
it’s not, students can snip it with scissors.   
 
The other end of the input hose will suck water from 
the reservoir.  If it is square cut, it  
it could become sealed against the bottom of the 
water reservoir when the pump starts sucking.  
Therefore, students should snip it the intake hose 
diagonally. 
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Plumbing Step B: Water Reservoir  

 

 
Possible Art Extension Activity:  Decorate your Reservoir. 
 

 
For this part of the process, the RoboPot should be on a surface that can get a little wet --   
on a plastic tablecloth or a linoleum floor, or outdoors if the weather is good.  If you have 
not pre-filled the reservoirs with water, have the students do so now.   
 

Place the loose end of the input 
hose (the hose with the diagonal 
end) into the water reservoir.  
This will be its permanent 
location.  For testing purposes, 
output hose end needs to be 
directed to somewhere that will 
catch the water – a sink, a 

bucket, or even back into the reservoir.  Eventually, the output hose will be directed into 
the plant. 
 

 
Biology Tie-In:  Water’s Role in Photosynthesis 
 
Why do we water plants?    Water keeps plants structurally strong and, it carries nutrients.  It 

also plays a role in the photosynthesis, the process by which plants manufacture their own 

food.  The food that they manufacture is sugar, specifically, glucose.  

                                                                                          
                                                                                Glucose contains atoms of carbon, 

                                                                                hydrogen, and oxygen.  Here’s a 

                                                                                model of a glucose molecule, C6H1206. 

                                                                               The white atoms in the model are 

                                                                                hydrogen, the red atoms are oxygen, 

                                                                                and the black atoms are carbon. 

 

                                                                                        So where do plants get the atoms that  

                                                                                they need in order to make sugar?  They  

                                                                                get carbon and oxygen from the carbon  

                                                                                dioxide that they take in from the air.  The  

                                                                                carbon dioxide enters plants via very tiny   

                                                                                openings (or stomata) on the undersides  

                                                                                of leaves.   

 

Q:  How can you tell when a plant is too dry?  Why 
does a plant wilt when it’s dry?  A:  Part of what 
holds plants erect is the pressure or turgidity of 
water moving up through the stems and into the 
leaves through tiny little channels (xylem).  When 
there’s not enough water in these channels, the 
plant droops. 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjzsOft5v3XAhUNQt8KHWOKA7kQjRwIBw&url=https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Beta-D-glucose-3D-balls.png&psig=AOvVaw27JnB0NQh6AVopJ_-bDL33&ust=1512938923056479
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In addition to what atoms they can get from the air, plants  

making sugar still need a source of hydrogen.  That’s 

where water comes in.  The hydrogen is broken away 

from molecules of H20 – in our case, H20 pumped by 

our RoboPot! 
 
Breaking apart water molecules requires a lot of energy.  Since plants don’t come with 

batteries, where do they get that energy?  A big clue is in the name of the process by which 

plants create food:  photosynthesis. 

 

For more info on how water interacts with plants, here are 3rd-party videos on the 

transportation of water within trees, photosynthesis, and a quick time-lapse of excess water 

exiting from plants via transpiration. 

 

 
 
 
 
Plumbing Step C: Power 
 
If your classroom has a convenient electrical outlet for each student, distribute the wall-
plug power adapters.  If you are using pump A, you have the alternative option of 
distributing battery holders and 9v batteries.  These batteries will run out in less than a day 
of continuous operation, but they will last long enough to test the RoboPots.  If you are 
using pump B, it has uses 12 volts instead of 9, so battery power is less convenient (though 
it could be arranged by discussion with Gizmo Garden).  With either pump, students then 
can take the wall adapters for use either at home or wherever the RoboPots will be 
displayed.   
 

 
Environment Tie-In:  The Role of Battery Advances in Green Energy 
 
A battery is a device that stores energy.  The battery then provides that energy for use when 

it’s needed.   

 

We usually think of batteries storing chemical energy.  In those batteries, chemical reactions 

cause positively charged ions to gather at one end of the battery and negatively charged ions 

to gather at the other end of the battery.  When a wire or circuit connects one end of the 

battery to the other, there is an electrical potential energy difference (voltage) between the 

ends, causing current to flow.   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-dicqNoODg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eo5XndJaz-Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_v8TXhN7Xk&feature=youtu.be
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiAstmo8f3XAhXSQd8KHWOoBPAQjRwIBw&url=http://moziru.com/explore/Liquid clipart water molecule/&psig=AOvVaw3gYCcW-9JPAqf-FHS33MYH&ust=1512941726810225
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That’s the way our household batteries work, including so-called “dry cell batteries” like the 

AAAs in remote controls and the 9v cells that we’ll use for testing our RoboPots.  Another 

kind of chemical batteries, lithium-ion batteries, power our laptops and cell phones.  

Massive collections of lithium ion batteries can be used in large-scale power utilities. 

 

 
 
There are other kinds of energy storage devices that can play the same role as – and 

sometimes are called -- batteries.  Since the late 1800s, we have stored energy as 

gravitational potential energy via dams, and then converted that energy to the kinetic energy 

of water flow, which spins turbines, which generates large-scale electricity.  

  

 

                                                                                                                        More recently,                                 

                                                                                                                        one company has  

                                                                                                                        begun reflecting       

                                                                                                                        solar energy into  

                                                                                                                        a giant central  

                                                                                                                        tower containing  

                                                                                                                        molten salt,  

                                                                                                                        which stores the  

                                                                                                                        energy as heat.  It  

                                                                                                                        can later convert  

                                                                                                                        that heat energy  

                                                                                                                        into steam, which  

                                                                                                                        spins turbines,  

                                                                                                                        which generate  

                                                                                                                        large-scale  

                                                                                                                        electricity. 

 
 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjDwM7mwf7XAhXqSd8KHcJhCQwQjRwIBw&url=https://hornsdalewindfarm.com.au/&psig=AOvVaw2htRf2quYoWK7TZoekrsns&ust=1512963314756851
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Capacitors are electronic devices that store potential electrical energy as a difference in 

charge between two plates.  Usually they are thought of as electronic devices instead of 

batteries, but scientists currently are developing “super capacitors,” that may function as 

batteries on a scale as large as car batteries. 

 

Think about the generation of electrical power by renewable energy.  Are solar and wind 

energy always available?  How could the invention of better batteries make solar and wind 

energy more reliable and cost-effective? 

 

Here are links to recent news videos  

that may facilitate discussions: 

 

Time Magazine’s video profile of  

Dr. Esther Takeuchi, inventor of a tiny  

battery that enables implantable cardiac  

defibrillators, who now is researching  

large-scale energy storage. 

 
A CNN report on a solar installation in  

that uses massive chemical batteries. 

 

A Nova report on research into super  

capacitors (a nanotechnology) that could play the role of batteries in electric cars.  Super 

capacitors can’t store large amounts of energy yet, but who knows what the future will hold? 

 

 
Then ask students to plug either the wall 
adapter or the battery pack into the RoboPot’s 
power jack.  If you are using the battery pack, 
have students slide the switch on the back to 
the “on” position. 
 
If the RoboPot is receiving power, a green light 
will illuminate in the corner of the 
microcontroller near the connector – near tiny 
letters PWR.  (If a red light also flashes briefly as 

part of the initialization that’s OK.) If the green light does not come on within 
about a second, unplug the power and follow the troubleshooting guide. 
  

http://time.com/4756648/batteries-clean-energy-renewables/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEyGG9fxoLU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NM0lWTfAv0
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjlv8T2v_7XAhVOkeAKHUsrCL4QjRwIBw&url=http://www.buffalo.edu/news/10476&psig=AOvVaw0PX2D2zgPnVVAJoe7rCJD3&ust=1512962770746058
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Troubleshooting Guide 
 
If the green LED doesn’t come on when you plug in the power supply, unplug it and try 
these suggestions.  If you find and correct a problem, turn the power on again and see if 
the green light comes on.  When it does, troubleshooting is over; there is no need to 
complete the remainder of this list. 
 
1)  If you are using a battery, check that: 
      - There is a battery in the holder. 
      - The battery isn’t in backwards. 
      - The switch on the battery holder is “on”. 
 
2)  With the power off, recheck the placement of all wires, components, and cables.   
      Compare your breadboard to the wiring diagram to make sure every wire and  
      component is in the correct breadboard hole.  Don’t forget to check the green wire   
      underneath the Trinket.  Look at every cable connection to the breadboard to ensure     
      the red wire faces the processor end of the board and the black wire faces the  
      transistor end of the board.  Where the three-wire cable attaches to the dial, make sure  
      the white wire aligns with the “S” and the black wire aligns with the “G”. 
 
3)  Test whether power is reaching the breadboard: 
      - Turn off or unplug the power. 
      - Remove the Trinket microcontroller. 
      - Unplug the pump cable from the breadboard and reinsert  
        it as shown so that the pump is receiving power through the  
        breadboard, without power having to go through the rest of  
        circuit. 
      - Turn power on just briefly to see whether the pump runs. 
 
          a)  If the pump does not run, then the  
               problem may be in the power jack.   
                -  Check the wires where they are  
                    soldered to the power jack.  Make  
                    sure they are secure and not broken. 
                    If wires are loose, get another power 
                    jack from the spare parts supply. 
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               - Check the exact positioning of the orange 
                  wire near the transistor. (If the orange 
                  wire is misplaced by one hole, it may be 
                  shorting out the power supply.) 
 
 
         b) If the pump runs, then we can eliminate the 
             power supply as the possible location of the 
             problem. Let’s check the Trinket. 
                - Restore the pump cable to its proper place. 
                - Examine the Trinket and make sure there are ten pins coming out of the bottom,  
                  five on each side, and not bent.  If a pin is bent, straighten it with pliers.  If a pin  
                  is missing altogether, get a new Trinket from the spare parts supply. 
                - If all of the pins are OK, the most likely reason for it to have not been getting  
                  power is for it to have been inserted in slightly the wrong place.  Reinsert it very  
                  carefully, looking at the wiring diagrams.  Make sure the salmon-colored circles  
                  representing the Trinket’s pins are exactly where shown on the diagram. 
                - Check the orientation of the dial cable’s connection to the breadboard.  If it’s in 
                  backwards, that could short out the Trinket’s 5V power. 
 

 
 
 

Plumbing Step D: Testing & Dial Setting 

 
Minimize water spills by doing the following: 
 

• Have students recheck that their intake hose is in their water reservoir and their 
output hose points toward something that can catch the water – a cup, a sink, or 
even back into the reservoir.   

 

• Have students recheck that the dial is turned as far counterclockwise as is possible. 
 

• Inform students that there are two ways to stop their RoboPots from pumping 
water:  either unplug the power or pull the hose from the reservoir.   (While the 
RoboPot is running, you cannot stop it with the dial or button.) 
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Ask students to test the functionality of the RoboPot by running three tests:  
 

Test 1:  Hold the button down for 4-5 seconds. A stream of water should exit the 
output hose. (It will take 1-2 seconds the first time the pump draws water in to then 
pump it out.)  You will notice that when the pump runs, a red LED illuminates on the 
Trinket. 

 
Test 2: Tap the button. Depending on the position of the dial, a stream of water 
running anywhere from 1-10 seconds should exit the output hose.   

 
Test 3: Change the position of the dial by turning it clockwise or counter clockwise. 
Tap the button. A stream of water should exit the output hose, this time running for 
a shorter or longer period of time than in test 2, depending on which way the dial 
was turned.   Note that changing the position of the dial while the pump is running 
will have no effect on the duration of the current run. 

 
Once students have finished testing, the functional part of their RoboPots is complete.  By 
now, hopefully the clay pots have had time to air- or oven-dry.  It’s time to paint them, 
individualizing the pots according to each student’s vision. 
 
While paint dries, younger students may want to tackle one or more of the Math Tie-In 
questions below, while older students may want to do any of the activities in the final 
section, #5 -  Computing.  These activities require neither any prior coding experience nor 
any computer equipment. 
 
 

 
Math Tie-in:  Unit Conversion and Estimation 
 
The minimum flow rate recommended for a typical household water well is five gallons per 

minute.  The RoboPot pump’s specifications say it pumps 1 liter/minute.  How many 

RoboPot pumps would it take to supply a typical home? 

 

Guess what you think is a reasonable amount of water to add to a plant each day, and then 

calculate how many seconds the RoboPot pump should run in order to deliver that amount of 

water. At that rate, how many days will it take to drain the reservoir? 

 

But the 1 liter/min specification is theoretical and approximate.  The pump also is rated at 12 

volts and we’re running it at 9 volts, so it may be a little less efficient at pumping.  

Additionally, when the pump is dry, you may have observed that it sputters for a few  
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seconds (pumping air, then a mixture of air and water, and finally water) before finally the  

air is expelled from the system and the RoboPot reaches its full flow rate.  Given those 

factors, how would you estimate tweaks to how long you want your RoboPot to run? 

 

 
 
Once the pot paint is dry, fill pots with soil and plants/cuttings/seeds as appropriate.   
 
The final step is to insert the output hose into the opening on the top rim of the plant pot, 
thus holding the output hose in place to water the plant.  Set up the RobotPot Watering 
System in a safe location near an outlet and where the plant will receive the right amount 
of sunlight. If you are using pump A, keep the reservoir at or below the level of the pot, or 
else water will slowly flow from the reservoir to the pot even when the pump isn’t 
running. With either pump, the reservoir should be no more than about a meter below the 
pump so that it is able to draw the water up. 
 
Display note:  if you want to create a staggered display in which a different RoboPot 
activates every hour or after each class bell, you’ll need to start by plugging in a RoboPot 
every hour or after each class bell.  Each RoboPot waters its plant automatically twenty-
fours after being plugged in.  This timing is unaffected by button pushing or dial turning. 
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Section 5 
Computing (see video #5) 

 
 
You don’t need this section for successful creation of a working RoboPot.  Most students in 
a casual, one-afternoon program would not have time delve into section 5.  It is included to 
serve primarily classroom teachers who want to go deeper into how the RoboPot’s 
microcontroller thinks.  It requires no prior computing experience on the part of teachers 
or students, though it does assume knowledge of graphing in an XY coordinate system.  A 
very rough guess is that the activities in this section will take 1-2 hours.   
 
For younger students interested in introductory ideas about how computers think, the 
Code.org curriculum has some fun suggestions.  We have not tried to reinvent that wheel 
here.  Instead, this material here moves at a pace that makes it appropriate for older 
students.   
 
After an introduction (using an oatmeal recipe as an example), the Section 5 video contains 
two segments.  In the first segment, students use the Computing Activity Sheet to 
understand how computers follow an algorithm to operate on memory, producing an 
output.  Along the way, students will be exposed to computational thinking by following a 
flowchart, and will learn terms such as conditional and loop. 
 
The pedagogy for the second segment of beginners’ code writing follows what is the 
common sequence for students learning to write papers.  Composition lessons start when 
children are toddlers, as adults tell them stories and read to them.  Similarly, in the second 
segment of here, the video and you will read a core section of the RoboPots code to 
students.  There’s a time for letting students figure out what comes next, just as adults 
instinctively do when reading a youngster a book. 
 
Finally, if you and advanced students already are familiar with programming in the Arduino 
environment, there are suggestions at the end of this document for activities that are 
beyond the scope of this documentation. 
 
 
Computing Introduction 
 
Ask students what they already know about how computers work.  If the following things 
surface in conversation, you can move directly to Segment 1 - Computing Activity Sheet for 
reinforcement, or if students seem very confident with the concepts, you can jump straight 
to Segment 2 – Reading the RoboPot Code. If students don’t surface the following 
concepts, start by playing the RoboPots How-To Video #5, stopping at 1:22, and discuss:  

https://youtu.be/5U71N_RVlPg
https://code.org/curriculum/unplugged
https://youtu.be/5U71N_RVlPg
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• Computers follow algorithms that comprise sequences of instructions 

• Computers perform operations (e.g. arithmetic operations + - x ÷, comparison 
operations = < >, 
operations to store and 
retrieve data, etc.) 

• Data that computers 
operate on are stored in 
memory 

• Computers produce 
output (e.g. a screen 
display, a signal to some 
device to turn on/off, a 
noise). 

 
 
 
 
Computing Segment 1:   Activity Sheet 
 

The primary purpose of the 
Computing Activity Sheet is to 
reinforce how a computer 
works:  it follows an algorithm 
to operate on memory, 
producing a result/output.  
Along the way, students will 
learn qualitative things like just 
how specific a computer’s 
instructions need to be, and 
just how little a computer 
knows until you write things 
into its memory.  In the 
optional extra activities, they 
get a sense for how tweaking 
the algorithm changes results. 

 
Hand out the activity sheet and ask students to notice that it has three sections.  In this 
activity, students will play the role of a computer.  Down the left-hand side is an 
algorithmic set of instructions that student-computers will follow.  In the next column is a 
set of memory locations that the student-computers will use.  On the right-hand side is a 
cartesian graph onto which the student-computers will draw their “output.” 
 

Q: Most computers receive input.  Can you name a 
device that provides input to computers?   A:  
Keyboard, mouse, touchscreen, other computers, 
smoke detectors, blood oxygen monitors, heart rate 
monitors, motion detectors, GPS sensors, 
temperature sensors, gyroscopes, barcode readers, 
cameras, radio signals like Bluetooth & wi-fi, etc. 
 
Q:  What are the RoboPot’s inputs?  A:  The button 
and the dial.  

http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Computing-Activity-Sheet.pdf
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Students won’t truly “get” this activity until they begin doing it.  However, here are a few 
things that could be discussed in preparation: 
 

In the left-hand column of the activity sheet, the algorithm 
instructions are represented in a graphical form that 
shows instructions in sequence.  That graphical form is 
called a flowchart, and has been used since the earliest 
days of computer programming.  Flowcharts are a useful 
tool not only in computer science, but also for defining 
decision-making processes in many fields.   
 
Ask students to examine the flowchart and discuss these 
observations: 
 

• Which things are within ovals?  A:  Start and stop 
 

• What do the words in rectangles have in common?   
        A: They are statements/instructions 
 

• What’s different about what’s inside the diamond?   
        A: It is a question, sometimes thought of as a test of  
        whether or not something is true.  Programmers call  
        these tests conditionals, because what happens 
       next—which of two arrows you follow out of the 
       diamond—is conditional on the yes/no answer to the 
       test.   
 

• How many arrows/paths exit each box? 
        A:  One, except stop (which has zero) and the 
        diamond, which has two possible exits.  The path you  

                                                      exit from the diamond depends on the yes/no answer  
                                                      to the test. 
                            

• Most arrows point down and take you closer to the finish.  But one arrow points up 
and takes you back toward the beginning.  Which is it? 
A:  The arrow that comes out of the “yes” side of the diamond.  When a group of 
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instructions get repeated, they are said to be in 
a loop.  
 

• How many times will the computer go around 
the loop? 
A:  As many times as it takes until the answer to 
the question in the diamond no.   

 
 
Next, ask students to look at the 
center column of the activity sheet 
called “memory”.   The Trinket microcontroller in our RoboPot has about 
9,000 available memory locations.  You can get an iPhone with quarter 
trillion memory locations.  In this activity, student-computers will use two 
memory locations.  Programming languages let you name memory 
locations whatever you like, and we have chosen to name our locations x 
and y, because that will be convenient when we produce output. 
 

In this activity, a memory location is represented as a column, whereas in a real computer, 
a memory location is more analogous to a box.  In a real computer, when you store 
something in a memory location, you overwrite what was previously there.  If we did that 
in our activity, we would use a pencil and erase previous entries before writing in new 
ones.  However, for learning purposes, it’s useful to see what you’ve written before.  So, 
each of our two memory locations has an entire column of boxes for recording successive 
entries.   

 
Finally, ask students to look at the right-hand 
side of the activity sheet, labeled output.  In this 
section of the sheet, student-computers will 
generate output.  They will draw water droplets 
in boxes of a cartesian grid, just as one output 
from many computers is to light up pixels in the 
cartesian system of the monitor display.  
 
The goal of the algorithm written in the 
flowchart is for student-computers to water one 
flower, upon which students will draw their final 
drop.  Droplets will start at the nozzle in the 
lower left corner, rise up, and then fall down.  
Which flower do students predict will get the 

final drop?  The purple hibiscus, the red poppy, or the yellow rose?   
 

Q: Name something in your life 
that occurs in loops.  
 A: Musical phrases in the 
blues, the meter in some 
poetry, basketball dribbling, a 
siren’s pitch, an alarm every 
weekday morning, etc.     Now 
that you’ve created a RoboPot, 
it will water itself in a 
perpetual loop. 
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Show students an example of how to get started with this activity in video #5 beginning at 
1:22 and ending when the spoiler alert stop sign appears at 4:15.  Stop the video and give 
the students time to complete the activity.  The video discusses the solution between 4:15 
and 4:47.  The droplets form a parabola and the last drop lands on the red poppy. 
 
 

 
 

 
If students enjoyed that activity and want to get a sense for how tweaking the algorithm 
can affect the results, here are some things they can try.  Alternatively, skip right to 
Segment 2. 
 
 - Guess what flower will be watered if in “New y is old y plus 5” we change “5” to “6”. Then  
     try it.   (A:  You’ll find that what gets watered is the yellow rose.) 
 
- What pattern do you notice in the two examples tried so far?  Changing the number  
     added to y by one causes what change in the x location of the final drop? (A:  Changing  
     the amount added to y by 1 changed the final x location by 2, and this pattern holds for  
     all values.)   If you want to see another example, try adding 4 to y. 
 
- Now, how could we water the purple hibiscus?  This requires changing the ending x  
     location by 1 instead of 2, so we can’t make that happen by changing the amount added  
     to y.   What other tweak could we make?  (A:  In the first instruction, set x and y to 1, 0.   
     Leave the addition to y at the original number, 5.)  
                                                                                                                                                                               

https://youtu.be/5U71N_RVlPg
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Computing Segment 2:  How our RoboPot Thinks 
 
In this segment, we’ll apply what we’ve learned about how a computer thinks to 
understand how our RoboPot’s Trinket microcontroller thinks when it waters the plants.  
We’ll first learn about the flowchart and then we’ll take a peek at the actual code. 
 
Ask students to brainstorm what 
steps the computer takes during its 
daily watering routine.   What does 
the computer need to do to the 
pump?  What input does the 
computer need from the dial?  What 
makes the computer start doing 
whatever it’s going to do to the 
pump?  (Note: at this point it’s not 
necessary for students to figure out 
how the computer calculates when 
to start; it’s just relevant for students 
to realize that the computer needs to 
determine when to start.  The details 
are a puzzle for later.)   
 
Show the video from 4:48 to 6:38 to 
see a conceptual flowchart for the RoboPot’s daily watering algorithm.   
 
Ask the students what would happen if the flowchart were rearranged to say: 

1. Is it time to water? 
2. Turn the pump on 
3. Turn the pump off 
4. Read the dial 

 
A:  The computer would turn the pump off immediately after turning it on. With our 
computer, “immediately” means a few microseconds. The pump wouldn’t come on at all, 
because a mechanical device can’t respond that fast. Not even one drop of water would 
flow, and the plant would die. 
 
Ask the students what would happen if the flow chart were rearranged to say: 

1. Turn the pump off 
2. Read the dial 
3. Turn the pump on 
4. Is it time to water? 

Q: Is there a single correct sequence in which 
steps must happen in a flowchart or in computer 
code? 
 
A:  No.  Although in simple tasks, most 
programmers will do things the same way, in 
more complex tasks people may come up with a 
variety of ways of skinning the cat.  The ultimate 
test of whether computer code is correct is 
whether or not the computer is producing the 
output you want.  That said, there are lots of 
ways in which computer code can be better or 
worse stylistically.  Good coding style makes 
code less prone to contain errors, more testable, 
easier for other people to read and use, and 
easier to revise and update.    
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A:  The pump will run until the reservoir is empty and if the reservoir is big, the pump will 
flood the house.   
 

 
Follow-Up to Chemistry Tie-In on Semiconductor Valence Electrons 
 
Students who learned in Electronics Step D how a transistor works to switch current on and 
off will be interested in the video snippet at 5:28 explaining how the microcontroller 
actually controls the transistors.  Other students need not get distracted by that detail, 
which is not needed to understand the flowchart. 
 

 
Once we have an algorithm that we are satisfied with, we need to put that series of steps 
into a language that the computer can read.  Students may be familiar with graphical 
programming languages such as those used by Code.org, or Lego robots, or MIT’s Scratch 
for programming things like Sphero robots.  The reason those languages exist is to enable 
young students to focus on programming logic without requiring them to master the 
details of code syntax. 
 
To maximize the power and flexibility of computer programming, we graduate from 
graphical programming interfaces to text-based languages, including Java, Python, C++, and 
many others.  For beginners, the most frustrating part of that transition can be mastering 
the details of syntax, including punctuation, about which computers are quite persnickety.  
If lines of code are missing a semicolon or parenthesis, the computer will not be able to 
understand that those lines and the computer will reject the program. 
 
One intermediate step that can ease the transition to text-based languages is to allow 
students to simply understand code that someone “reads” to them, rather than having to 
begin by writing.  Play for students video #5 from 6:39 to 9:20.   In the video, students will 
hear a story in the C++ programming language – the story of the RoboPot’s daily watering 
routine.  They will see correct syntax, but novices needn’t bother about the details of that 
syntax. 
 
In the video, students will learn that code is a series of computer instructions called 
statements.  One important type of statement tells the computer to go do something and 
then come back when it’s finished.   The thing that the computer goes off to do is a 
previously-defined group of statements that has been given a name.  Such named groups 
of statements are called functions. 
 
Also in the video, students will hear how computer programs implement conditionals, the 
flowchart diamonds that send the program branching in one direction or another 
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depending on the answer to a question.  In the case of the RoboPot asking whether it’s 
time to water the plant, the program uses what’s called an “if” statement.   
 
An if statement instructs that if a specified condition is true, then the computer should do 
a specified series of statements.  If the condition is false, the computer skips those 
particular statements and goes to 
whatever’s next.  The RoboPot code 
uses an if statement to check if it’s 
time to water the plant.  If so, the 
computer follows the steps for 
watering the plant. 
 
Next, the video gives students a 
chance to puzzle out what question 
the computer should ask in order to 
determine whether it’s time to water 
the plant.  The video explains the 
information and operations that the 
computer has to work with.  They 
are:  
 
 

• Digital Stopwatch:  This function provides current time, measured 
as the number of milliseconds elapsed since powerup.  Note that 
the video truthfully but insufficiently explains that the digital 
stopwatch counts time.  It is essential to know that since the 
stopwatch begins ticking the instant that the Trinket is powered up, 
the stopwatch can provide current time only in RoboPot world.  The 
computer has no idea what time of day it is.  The digital stopwatch is a function that is 
supplied with the Trinket microcontroller as part of its software environment.  
 
 

• Arithmetic Operations:  The computer can add,   
subtract, multiply, and divide.  
  
 

• Comparisons:  The computer can compare two expressions to 
determine whether one is greater, lesser, or equal to the other. 
 
 

Q: How do you guess a laptop or phone knows 
and is able to tell you the time of day? 
 
A:  Although people have heard that computers 
have clocks, the word “clock” is a bit of a 
misnomer, because it doesn’t provide the time of 
day.  Instead, it provides a tick-tock, much like a 
metronome.  Computers can use this tick-tock to 
keep track of the time of day once they are set, 
which you used to have to do by typing in 
numbers.  Today, computers and phones 
automatically check on the time when they 
connect to the internet.  Our RoboPot has a tick-
tock, but does not know the time of day. 
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• Memory, Last Watering Time:  Because of code elsewhere in the 
RoboPot software, the last watering time has been stored in memory.  
The Last Watering Time is the number of milliseconds that elapsed 
between original power-up and the last time the pump turned on. 
 
 

• Memory, 24 Hours:  The interval of 24 hours previously been stored in 
memory by the RoboPot software as a constant. 
 

 
At 9:11, pause the video so that students can take a few minutes to 
consider how those elements could reveal whether it’s time to water the plant.  Students 
can cut apart the icons in a printout of this If Statement Elements handout in order to play 
with physically arranging the expression.  The question the if statement needs to ask is in 
this form:   
 

Is it true that (mathematical expression)? 
 
 
 
Clues you can give the students if they are struggling include: 

• Use all five of the elements 

• Of the four mathematical operations available, you’ll only use subtraction, so circle 
it 

• You’ll be using greater-than-or-equal-to, so circle it 
 
If students still are struggling, give them the hint that you can figure out how long it’s been 
since the Robot watered the plant by taking the current time in RoboPot land as supplied 
by the Digital Stopwatch and subtracting from it the Last Watering Time. 
 
The answer in the video (beginning at 9:41) is: 
 

Is it true that  
(Current Time aka Digital Stopwatch – Last Watering Time  ≥  
24 Hours) ? 

 
Allow the video to continue playing to see what that question looks like in computer code.  
It is unimportant that novice students understand this code in detail, much less that they 
feel that they could write it.  The goal is merely for them to have engaged with the story. 
 

http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/If-Statement-Elements.pdf
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Most students will want to end their exploration of RoboPot computing here. 
 
 
 
 
For Advanced Students Only: 
 
Advanced students who want to know more about the RoboPots code can do any of the 
following, listed in order of increasing complexity. 
 

Download a more detailed flowchart for examination.  The 
daily watering section is in the upper left corner.  The rest 
of the flowchart shows how the microcontroller constantly 
checks to see if the button has been pressed, and if so, 
turns the pump on.  Then it checks the button a quarter-
second later to see whether it is still being pressed 
(indicating that it is being held down) or whether it is no 
longer being pressed (indicating that it was merely 
tapped).  In the first case, the computer lets the pump 
keep running until the button has been released.  In the 
second case, the computer lets the pump run for an 
amount of time set by the dial.  Both branches conclude 
with turning off the pump and then returning to the top. 
 

 
Download a code printout for examination.  This will be useful only for students who have 
some experience in text-based programming.  Things of interest:   

• The code corresponding to the detailed flowchart is in the function “loop”, which is 
automatically and repeatedly called by the microcontroller’s software environment.  

• All of the code that handles the hardware details of the pump, dial, and button are 
placed in functions that can be called by the loop function. The goal is to separate 
those details from the main algorithm that waters the plants and handles the 
button and dial. This makes the main algorithm easier to read, and if any of those 
details need to be changed, the change can be made in one place, a technique that 
is much less error prone. 

• The pumpOn function is more complex that one might imagine. It ramps up power 
to the pump in ten steps, each lasting 20 milliseconds. The pump comes up to full 
power in 200 milliseconds rather than instantly, which avoids a large current surge 
that might be more than the power supply can handle. 

 
 

http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/RoboPot-Flowchart.pdf
http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/RoboPot-Code.pdf
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Download a zip file containing 
the Arduino IDE source code 
for editing.  This will be useful 
only for programmers familiar 
with Arduino programming.  
Editing the code may cause 
your RoboPot to not work 
properly.  If you’re up for the 
challenge, here are some  

                                                                                                            things you could edit: 
 

• You can change the time between watering from 24 to any number of hours by just 
changing hoursToWait. 

• You can change how the dial setting affects the watering time. When the computer 
reads the dial, it gets a number between 0 and 1023. The function dialDelay 
converts this reading to milliseconds and then waits that amount of time. As 
written, dialDelay just multiples the reading by 10, to get a watering time between 
0 and 10,230 milliseconds, or about 0 – 10 seconds. You can replace this with any 
mathematical expression that the computer can understand. For example, to make 
the watering time go between 5 and 20 seconds, you could do this: 
 

delay(analogRead(dialPin) * 15 + 5); 
 

• For more advanced students, try changing the button handling algorithm. For 
example, detect a double-tap and use it to reset the last watering time. 

  

http://gizmogarden.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/RoboPots-Code-and-BOM.zip
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjgoejP94_YAhVJyoMKHciBCJgQjRwIBw&url=https://www.arduino.cc/en/Trademark/CommunityLogo&psig=AOvVaw2z7l7WkEL02YgIhKWVELEE&ust=1513561906792402
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Glossary 
 

 
Algorithm – a process to be followed, expressed to a computer as a set of instructions. 
Amp – short for Ampere (after a scientist). A unit that measures the flow of current, equal 

to about 6,242,000,000,000,000,000 electrons per second. 
Breadboard – a board that facilitates connections between electronic components, 

enabling the construction of prototype or hobbyist devices without 
soldering. 

Circuit – the continuous path of flow of current. 
Current – the flow of charge.  Measured in Amps. 
Conditional – a piece of a flowchart or computer code that leads to one branch of a 

program or another, depending on the answer to a question. 
Flowchart – a diagram of the sequence of a computer’s steps. 
Function – a named sequence of statements that can be referred to or “called” in any 

subsequent part of the program. 
Ground – the reference point from which Voltage is measured.  
If Statement – a computer statement instructing the computer to execute a group of 

statements only if condition is true. 
Loop – sequence of statements that is repeated while some condition remains true. 
Microcontroller – a small computer often used to control mechanical devices. 
Ohm – (named after a scientist) a unit of measurement of electrical resistance. 
Ohm’s Law – Current = Voltage/Resistance, or I=V/R 
Power – energy consumed per second; in electronics, equal to voltage times current.  

Electrical power is measured in Watts (named after a scientist).   
Resistor – a component that lets a desired amount of current flow when given a specific 

voltage. 
Statement – instruction to a computer in a text-based language. 
Transistor – a component that allows an electrical signal to regulates the flow of current, 

and can be used for switching or amplifying. 
Voltage – after Volta (a scientist).  A unit measuring electrical potential energy that occurs 

between two points in a circuit. 
 


